The Project Management team comprised of six project managers completed over $10,200,000 value of construction in the summer of 2015. This included over 87 projects and 90,880 SF of renovated space, plus 14,950 SY of new roads with full depth reclamation, approximately 1800 SY new paving, and 5,200 SY of concrete paving, and/or curb and gutter work.

Some highlighted projects include:

- **Beckham Grove Bench** – The bench was rebuilt into remarkable piece of art in a favorite gathering place on campus. The project was designed by Emory’s in-house landscape architect.

- **Fraternity Hanging Bed Project** – All hanging beds were removed from eight fraternities. The project removed dangerous beds hanging from chains and/or built on wooden supports that were elevated and not all structurally sound (or inspected for safety) and they meet code. The houses now have standard beds.

- **Kaldi’s Coffee Roasters** – The new renovation, accomplished in just five weeks is an excellent example of what can be accomplished with the right team in place. Campus Services collaborated with Campus Dining, Bon Appetit, DUC Management, Kaldi’s Owners, Emory Interiors, the architect and the contractor. The old Dunkin’ Donuts space and surrounding dining was designed and renovated into a warm and inviting experience.

- **Dooley Drive, Starvine Way, Clairmont Circle, Eagle Row (west portion), Dickey Drive and Dowman** – Some of the most heavily traveled roads were rebuilt from the subbase up and were repaved and restriped.